
ANGHELO SWINGLER
3D Artist

805.302.6824 | angheloswingler.jobs@gmail.com | Los Angeles, CA 91306

As an aspiring Creative Director, I am a dedicated and ambitious 3D artist with a strong passion for pushing creative boundaries.
Proficient in Adobe C-Suite, presentation creation software, and social media/digital asset creation software, I bring a strategic
mindset and a deep understanding of consumer insights to create outstanding advertising. With a strong foundation in 3D
artistry, I am eager to contribute innovative and conceptual ideas to Disney's Yellow Shoes and work towards my goal of
becoming a Creative Director.

Freelance | Los Angeles , CA
Freelance 3D Artist
09/2020 - Present

Turn clients loose ideas and insights and turn them into an outstanding visual
product.

•

Use aspects from design, photography, cinematography and even music to
bring a product to life.

•

Ease of communication with clients, allowing a seamless creative experience.•
Providing a fun and upbeat experience for clients and colleagues alike.•

Grid Animation LLC | Dallas, TX
Character Designer
01/2022 - 06/2022

Studied real world cultures, events and materials to design believable
characters based on their role in an animated show pitch.

•

Responsible for designing characters and props from all angles as reference for
animation.

•

Illustrating in different art styles with art team in order to pin the look of
animated series.

•

Designing character expression and pose sheets for reference in animation.•

Animation Libation Studios | Los Angeles, CA
3D Animator
01/2022 - 04/2022

Utilized 3d animation software such as Autodesk Maya to create digital
animations for TV show.

•

Created animated narrative sequences under tight deadlines using computer
software and hand drawing techniques.

•

Worked with directors to design the look and feel of various VFX sequences.•
Implemented and maintained configuration control systems.•

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in Computer Animation
California State University-Northridge | Northridge
August 2022
GPA: 3.72

Neel Kar - Petrol Advertizing
Creative Director

Email neel.kar@gmail.com

Mentor•
Travis Swingler - Disney Yellow Shoes
Creative Director

Phone Number (310) 709-9129
Email tswingler@gmail.com

Mentor•
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